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Abstract
This paper presents the applications of Cuckoo search algorithm (CSA) for solving the problem of optimal power 

flow for hydrothermal system (OPF-HTS) where IEEE 30-bus test system with both thermal plants and hydropower 
plants is considered. The problem is first developed in the paper by the combination of optimal power flow (OPF) 
problem and short-term hydrothermal scheduling (STHTS) problem and it becomes much more complicated than the 
two sub-problems because it includes all constraints of transmission grid from the comer and all hydraulic constraints 
from the later in addition to the multi optimal subintervals. In order to validate the performance of the CSA when 
applied to the problem, another existing meta-heuristic algorithm, Particle swarm optimization has been employed to 
solve the same problem and compare the obtained results. The analysis on the obtained results has indicated that 
the CSA is more effective and robust than PSO. Consequently, it can be sated that CSA is a very efficient method for 
solving the problem.

Keywords: Cuckoo search algorithm; Particle swarm optimization; 
Optimal power flow; Hydrothermal system

Introduction
Optimal power flow (OPF) is a static non-linear programming 

problem where the main task is to determine steady state operation 
points of all generators available in the power systems so that the total 
fuel cost is minimized as much as possible while exactly meeting a set 
of physical and operational constraints imposed by equipment and 
network limitations such as active and reactive power of generators, 
transformer tap, switchable capacitor bank, bus voltage, and 
transmission line capacity limits [1]. 

Generally, the controllable variables of the OPF problem first need 
to be determined are active powers of generators, voltage magnitude 
at generation buses, injected reactive power at capacitor buses, and 
transformer tap settings and then other dependent variables are 
obtained such as reactive power of the generators, voltage magnitude 
at other buses, etc. Objective of a conventional OPF problem is only 
to minimize total fuel cost whereas other objective such as power 
losses in transmission lines, emission released into the air by thermal 
power plants using fossil fuels as well as voltage stability index are 
neglected. Consequently, the objective of the OPF problem is extended 
to minimize the several objectives consisting of fuel cost, transmission 
losses, emission and voltage stability index. 

Hydrothermal system is comprised of both thermal plants and 
hydropower plants supplying electricity to load via transmission lines. 
The system has become popular in power system due to their significant 
contribution to power source since renewable energy cannot afford 
enough power energy to electrical load. It is derived from connection of 
the both types of plants in order to keep power system working stably 
and economically, the cooperation of the hydrothermal system has 
played an important role. The operation of the hydrothermal system 
is far more complicated as hydropower plants have neglected fuel 
cost due to its free water from nature rivers, but is required to operate 
under the constraint of hydraulic reservoirs and water available for 
hydro generation in a given scheduled time period. On the contrary 
to hydropower plants, the fuel cost for power generation is the main 

objective during operation of thermal plants but the set of constraints 
taken into account is much simple once only limitations on thermal 
generation is included. Therefore, hydrothermal system scheduling 
(HTSS) aims to minimize electricity generation fuel cost of thermal 
plants using fossil fuels while all constraints from thermal plants and 
hydropower plants as well as power balance constraint from power grid 
must be exactly met. 

The thermal plant constraint is simple to deal with since only 
limitations on generations are taken into consideration and other 
constraints such as fossil fuel constraint, fuel cost for start-up and 
shutdown process is neglected. On the contrary, hydropower plant 
constraints are much more complicated because the operation of the 
plant includes not only generators but also reservoirs, which must 
satisfy hydraulic constraints and the aim of agriculture water. The two 
problems, optimal power flow and hydrothermal system scheduling 
have been separated into two different problems so far because of 
their complex. In fact, HTSS problem takes hydraulic constraints over 
a number of optimal subintervals into consideration meanwhile the 
OPF problem considers a large set of variables in power grid consisting 
of transmission capacity, voltage at all buses and reactive and active 
power of generators, etc. 

In fact, many so-far articles divide the large scale problem of 
multi-objective optimal power flow for hydrothermal systems into 
two problems including multi-objective optimal power flow problem 
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[2-9] and multi-objective hydrothermal scheduling problem [10-16]. 
Unfortunately, there have not been articles so far regarding to both OPF 
and HTS problems. Consequently, a new problem is first developed in 
the study by combining hydrothermal system and the power grid, called 
optimal hydrothermal system power flow (OHTSPF). In the problem, 
the main task is to minimize several objectives including fuel cost of the 
first HTS problem and power losses of the second OPF problem while 
satisfying all constraints from the first HTS problem consisting of water 
discharge, available amount of water and limitations on generators, 
and constraints on the power grid from the second OPF problem such 
as reactive power of generators, transformer tap, switchable capacitor 
bank, bus voltage, and transmission line capacity limitations. 

Cuckoo search algorithm (CSA) is a recently developed meta-
heuristic algorithm inspired from the cuckoo bird’s reproduction 
behavior [17]. In World Congress on Nature and Biologically Inspired 
Computing (NaBIC) [17], ten benchmark optimization functions with 
the dimension up to 256 have been used to test the ability of CSA, 
genetic algorithm (GA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO). The 
obtained results have shown that the CSA can obtain not only lower 
average number of function evaluations and standard deviation than 
both GA and PSO but also 100% successful rate, which is much higher 
than that of GA and PSO. 

In this paper, the CSA is applied for solving the problem of MO-
OPF-HTS. In addition, another meta-heuristic algorithm, Particle 
swarm optimization is also employed to find out the optimal solution, 
which is verified if all constraints from hydrothermal system and power 
gird are satisfied. Furthermore, the obtained results in terms of fuel 
cost of thermal plants and emission from the applied CSA and PSO 
are compared to specify a better algorithm and it will be suggested for 
application to the problem. 

Problem Formulation
Objective function

Fuel cost objective: The detailed OPF problem is formulated as 
follows:

∑
=

gN

gii PF
1i

)(Min                    (1)

where the fuel cost function Fi(Pgi) of generating unit i can be expressed 
in one of the forms as follows:

2( )i gi i i gi i giF P a b P c P= + +                    (2)

where ai, bi and ci are the fuel cost coefficients and Pgi is the power 
output of thermal plant i. 

Emission objective: 
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where αsi, βsi, γsi, ηsi, and δsi are emission coefficients of thermal unit i.

Power loss objective:
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where Vi, δi and Vj, δj are voltage magnitude and angle at bus i and j, 
respectively; Gk is a conductance of the kth line; Nline is the number of 
transmission lines. Nb is the number of buses.

Hydrothermal system constraints

Load demand: The total power generation from thermal units and 
hydro units at generation buses must satisfy the load demand at load 
buses and total power losses in transmission lines represented by:

1 2

, , , ,
1 1

0
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i j

P P P P
= =

+ − − =∑ ∑ ; m = 1,…, M               (5)

Water availability constraints: The total water discharge for each 
hydro unit during the scheduled period is limited by the available 
amount of water for that unit as follows:

j

M

m
mjm Wqt =∑

=1
, ; j = 1, …, N2                 (6)

where qj,m is the rate of water flow via turbine of hydro plant j in interval 
m [18]

2
, , ,j m hj hj hj m j hj mq a b P c P= + +                      (7)

where ahj, bhj, chj are water discharge coefficients of hydro unit j and Wj 
is the volume of water available for generation by hydro plant j during 
the scheduled period.

Generator operating limits: The power output of thermal and 
hydro units is limited between their upper and lower limits; however, 
in the problem, each unit has limitations of active and reactive power 
and included at generation buses. 

,min ,max ; 1,...,gi gi gi gP P P  i N≤ ≤ =                    (8)

,min ,max ;  1,...,gi gi gi gQ Q Q i N≤ ≤ =                 (9)

In addition, each generation bus must be satisfied the constraint of 
voltage as below.

,min ,max ;  1,...,gi gi gi gV V V i N≤ ≤ =                  (10)

Transmission grid constraints

• Real and reactive power flow equations: At each bus, the 
real and reactive power balance should be satisfied.

1
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where Pdi, Qdi are real and reactive power demands at bus i, respectively; 
and Pgi, Qgi are real and reactive power outputs of generating unit i, 
respectively. 

• Capacity limits for switchable shunt capacitor banks: At 
buses where capacitors are located to supply reactive power to the grid 
must be exactly met the limitations as follows. 

,min ,max ;  1,...,ci ci ci cQ Q Q i N≤ ≤ =                 (13)

• Transformer tap settings constraints: The tap of 
transformers during working condition must be within its range as the 
following inequality 

,min ,max ;  1,...,k k k tT T T k N≤ ≤ =                   (14)

• Voltage constraint for load buses: The voltage at load buses 
must be in limitation of working values determined by:

,min ,max ;  1,...,li li li dV V V i N≤ ≤ =                 (15)
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• Power flow constraints: the apparent power between two 
buses must be lower or equal to the maximum capacity of conductor. 

,max ;  1,...,l l lS S l N≤ =                  (16)

where

max{| |,| |}l ij jiS S S=                    (17)

Sets of Variables 
A Set of control variables 

From the problem formulation, u is the set of control variables 
(independent variables) including real power output of generators 
at generation buses except the slack bus Pgi with i = 2, …, Ng, voltage 
at generation buses Vgi with i = 1, …, Ng, transformer tap settings Tk 
with k = 1, …, Nt, and reactive power output from switchable capacitor 
banks Qci with i = 1, …, Nc. Therefore, the vector of control variables u 
can be expressed as:

2 1 1 1{ ,  ...,  ,  ,  ...,  ,  ,  ...,  ,  ,  ...,  } 
g g t c

T
g gN g gN N c cNu P P V V T T Q Q=  (18)

A Set of state variables 

The vector of state variables (dependent variables) x includes the 
real power output of generator at the slack bus Pg1, voltage at load buses 
Vli with i = 1, …, Nd, reactive power output of generators Qgi with i = 
1,…, Ng, and the apparent power flow in transmission lines Sl with l = 
1, …, Nl. The vector x can be expressed as follows:

1 1 1 1{ ,  ,  ...,  ,  ,  ...,  ,  ,  ...,  } 
g d l

T
g g gN l lN l lNx P Q Q V V S S=               (19)

Application of Cuckoo Search algorithms for Solving 
MO-OPF-HTS problem

a.  Initialization 

Like the application of CSA to the MO-HTS problem, each nest 
d in the initial population corresponding to a vector of independent 
variables is represented as 

2 1 1 1[ ,  ...,  ,  ,  ...,  ,   ,  ...,  , ,  ...,  ]
g g c t

m
d g gN g gN c cN NX P P V V Q Q T T=

where m is the index of optimal subintervals and is from 1 to (M-1) 
where M is the number of optimal subintervals. Clearly, in the first (M-
1) subintervals the active power of from the second thermal units to 
the last thermal units and all hydro units are included in each nest in 
addition to other control variables in the vector u in eq. (18). At the 
Mth optimal subinterval, the nest d is composed of almost components 
in Xd

m excluding active power of hydro units. The initialization for each 
nest is as below.

min max min( );m 1,2,...,M 1;m
dX X rand X X= + × − = −                (20)

min max min( );M M M M
dX X rand X X= + × −                                (21)

where
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The active power from hydro units at generation buses at the Mth 
subinterval is obtained by using (7) as follows.
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where qj,M is the water discharge of the jth hydropower plant at the final 
optimal subinterval and calculated by: 

∑
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The fitness function is regarded as an objective that must be 
minimized in the CSA and other meta-heuristic algorithms. The fitness 
function is comprised of objective function such as cost, emission and 
power loss, and amount of penalty for dependent variables including 
real power generation at the slack bus, reactive power outputs at 
the generation buses, load bus voltages, and apparent power flow in 
transmission lines. The fitness function is determined as the following 
expression. 
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( ) ( ) ( )
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where Kg, Kq, Kv, and Ks are penalty factors for active power at slack 
bus, reactive power generations, load bus voltages, and power flow in 
transmission lines, respectively; w1, w2 and w3 are respectively weight 
factors for cost objective, emission objective and total power loss 
objective. 

The weight factors are must exactly meet the following equality and 
inequality constraints:

w1+w2+w3=1                   (29)

1 2 30 , , 1w w w≤ ≤                 (30)

where w1, w2 and w3 are weight factors corresponding to fuel, emission 
and power loss objectives. 

The limitation of these dependent variables in fitness function is 
defined as follows. 
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max max
lim  l l l
l

l

S if S S
S

S otherwise
 >

= 


               (34)

Based on the value of fitness function for each nest, the best nest 
with lowest value of fitness function is set to Gbest while the remaining 
nests are set to Xbestd 

b. The first new solution generation via Lévy flights

The first new solution generation via Lévy flights is obtained as below 
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new new
d d dX Xbest rand Xα= + × ×∆                 (35)

where α and the increased value, new
dX∆  are obtained as described in 

chapter 3.

The new solutions will be redefined as eqs. (36) if they violate lim-
itations. 

max max

min min

if

if

otherwise

new
d

new new
d d

new
d

X X X
X X X X

X

 >


= <



                  (36)

Fitness function (28) is then calculated and the entire nest is set to 
Xbestd 

c. The second new solution generation via discovery of alien eggs

In this section, the second new solution generation is carried out in 
order to improve the quality of the previously obtained solution. Like 
the process in MO-HTS problem, in the MO-OPF-HTS problem the 
action of alien eggs discovery in the nests with a probability of pa is also 
employed to generate a new solutions and the values of Pa is also within 
the range from 0 to 1 with a change of 0.1 for each case. The way for 
obtaining solution is determined by:

1 2( ) ifd r rdis
d

d

X rand X X rand Pa
X

X otherwise
+ − <

= 


                (37)

The newly obtained solutions also need to be redefined using (36) 
and the fitness value is calculated using equation (28), and the nest cor-
responding to the best fitness function is set to the best nest Gbest and 
the remaining nests are set to Xbestd.

d. Termination criteria 

The computing procedure is terminated as the maximum number 
of iterations is reached.

Numerical Results
The applied CSA method is coded in Matlab 7.2 programming lan-

guage and run on an Intel 1.8 GHz PC with 4 GB of Ram. For each 
study case, the method is run fifty independent trials. To validate the 
performance of the applied CSA, anther meta-heuristic algorithm, Par-
ticle swarm optimization algorithm, is also implemented for solving 
the considered problem. 

a. Selection of control parameters

The control parameters of each algorithm are selected as follows.

CSA control parameters: The number of nests and the maximum 
number of iteration are respectively fixed at 12 and 300 for each value 
of Pa which is ranged from 0 to 1 with a change of 0.1. 

PSO control parameters: The number of particles and the maximum 
number of iterations are set to 20 and 300, and two other parameters, 
c1 and c2 are set to 2.05 

b. Obtained results on IEEE 30 bus system 

The test system comprises 30 buses as in Figure 1 with 6 generation 
buses, 24 load buses, and 41 branches. The generators are connected at 
buses 1, 2, 5, 8, 11, and 13 and 4 transformers are located at branches 
11, 12, 15, and 36. The system has 2 switchable capacitor bank located 
at buses 10 and 24. The number of control variables for the system is 17 
including real power output of 5 generators except the generator at the 

slack bus, voltage at 6 generation buses, tap changer of 4 transformers, 
and reactive power output of 2 switchable capacitor banks. 

For hydrothermal system, the generators at buses 1, 2, 5, and 8 
are driven by steam turbines and the generators, which are working at 
buses 11 and 13, are run by hydro turbines. The optimal power flow for 
the hydrothermal system is scheduled in 2 twelve-hour subintervals. 
The detail of data for the problem is as below.

The limitations of active power and reactive power of hydro units 
and thermal units are shown in Table 1. The coefficients of cost function 
and emission function of thermal units are respectively given in Tables 
2 and 3. Table 4 shows characteristic of hydro generation and available 
water for two hydropower plants. The limitations of capacitors located 
at buses 10 and 24 are given in Table 5 and the maximum capacity of 
transmission line limits is finally given in Table 6.

The total data of the IEEE 30-bus system and the coefficients of 
fuel cost for the thermal units are taken from Power generation, 
operation and control (John Wiley and Sons) [19]. The coefficients of 
emission for the thermal units are taken from the coefficients of hydro 
generation i.e.; Artificial immune system for fixed head hydrothermal 
power system [20]. 

The problem of multi-objective optimal power flow for 
hydrothermal system is divided into two subcases as follows. 1) 
Minimization of Fuel cost. 2) Minimization of emission. Note that the 
power losses mentioned in (28) is neglected therefore the weight factor 
w3 is not included in the two cases. 

As fuel cost is independently minimized only and emission is 
neglected, that mean minimization of fuel cost objective F1 is carried 
out corresponding to the setting of w1 to 1 and w2 to zero. Similarly, 
as w2 is set to 1 and w1 is set to zero, the individual minimization of 
emission is performed and the fuel cost is not considered. 

The best fuel cost corresponding to independent minimization 
of fuel cost and the best emission corresponding to independent 
minimization of emission obtained by PSO and CSA are given in Table 
7. As seen from the fuel cost, CSA obtains lower cost and lower emission 
than PSO meanwhile the execution time for searching optimal solution 
by the two methods is approximate. The fitness function characteristic 
for economic dispatch case depicted in Figure 2 indicates that the 
PSO can find out better solution than CSA from the beginning to the 

 

Figure 1: The IEEE 30-bus system.
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iteration of approximately 180 and then the CSA is superior to PSO 
since its fuel cost is lower than that of PSO. At the end of the search 
process, the CSA obtains the cost of $ 15451.2462 while PSO achieves 
$ 15457.5459. The Figure is also the same for emission dispatch case 
shown in Figure 3. In fact, the emission of the PSO is still lower than 
that of CSA from the start of search procedure until the iterations of 
proximately 200 and then the emission of PSO is higher than that 
of CSA and the Figure still last to the end of the search. The optimal 
solutions obtained by the CSA and PSO are reported in Tables 8 and 9. 

Conclusion
In this paper, the application of Cuckoo Search algorithms to 

the problem of multi-objective optimal power flow for hydrothermal 
system is presented. The problem of MO-OPF-HTS is first developed 
in the study to construct a practical problem in power system that 
there have not been studies so far. The MO-OPF-HTS is a combination 
of the optimal power flow problem and the optimal scheduling of 
hydrothermal system problem where all real constraints in the first 
problem, which have not been considered in the second problem are 
taken into account and the hydraulic constraints from the hydropower 
plants in the second problem are considered. 

In addition, optimal scheduled subintervals in the second problem 
are also taken into consideration as well. Consequently, The MO-OPF-
HTS problem becomes more realistic than the first and the second sub-
problems. Meta-heuristic algorithms, which are suggested to solve the 
problem, are PSO and CSA. The obtained results in terms of fuel cost 
and emission from the methods are respectively for economic dispatch 

Type No. Bus no. Pgi,min 
(MW)

Pgi,max 
(MW)

Qgi,min 
(MVAr)

Qgi,max 
(MVAr)

Thermals 
units

1 1 50 200 -20 200
2 2 20 80 -20 100
3 5 15 50 -15 80
4 8 10 35 -15 60

Hydro units 5 11 10 30 -10 50
6 13 12 40 -15 60

(where Pgi in per unit and base power is 100 MW)

Table 1: Active power and reactive power limitations of generators.

Unit no. ai ($/h) bi ($/MWh) ci ($/MW2h)
1 0 2.00 0.00375
2 0 1.75 0.01750
3 0 1.00 0.06250
4 0 3.25 0.00834

Table 2: Coefficients of cost function of 4 thermal units.

Unit no. γi βi αi εi λi 
1 0.0409 -0.0555 0.0649 0.0002 2.857
2 0.0254 -0.0605 0.0564 0.0005 3.333
3 0.0426 -0.0509 0.0459 0 8
4 0.0533 -0.0355 0.0338 0.002 2

Table 3: Coefficients of emission function of thermal units.

Hydro
plant

ahj
(MCF/h)

bhj
(MCF/MWh)

chj
(MCF /MW2h)

Wj
(MCF)

1 1.980 0.306 0.000216 200
2 0.936 0.612 0.000360 400

Table 4: Hydraulic data of hydro units. 

No. Bus no. Qci,min 
(MVAr)

Qci,max 
(MVAr)

1 10 0 19
2 24 0 4.3

Table 5: Capacitor limits for the IEEE 30-bus system.

Line 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Sl,max (MVA) 130 130 65 130 130 65 90 130 130 32 65 32 65 65
Line 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
Sl,max (MVA) 65 65 32 32 32 16 16 16 16 32 32 32 32 32
Line 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41

Sl,max (MVA) 32 16 16 16 16 16 16 65 16 16 16 32 32

Table 6: Maximum power flow limits of transmission lines of the IEEE 30-bus 
system.

Method Minimization of F 1 Minimization of F 2

Fuel cost ($) CPU (s) Emission (Ton) CPU (s)
PSO 15457.5459 188 3.2653 190
CSA 15451.2462 192 3.2647 191
Table 7: Obtained results for independent minimization of fuel cost and emission.
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Figure 2: Fitness function convergence characteristic for economic dispatch.
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Figure 3: Fitness function convergence characteristic for emission dispatch.
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corresponding to minimization of only fuel cost and emission dispatch 
corresponding to only emission minimization. The comparison has 
revealed that CSA is very efficient for the problem because it has 
obtained better fuel cost for economic dispatch and better emission for 
emission dispatch. The obtained results have indicated that the CSA is 
a very efficient method for solving the practical problem of MO-OPF-
HTS.
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Table 8: Optimal solution for economic dispatch obtained by PSO and CSA.

Method CSA PSO
Subinterval 1 Subinterval 2 Subinterval 1 Subinterval 2

Pg1 (MW) 165.2860 165.5253 167.0257 164.8311
Pg2 (MW) 45.7424 46.2048 46.5968 45.2266
Pg5 (MW) 20.6530 20.4013 20.5256 19.9325
Pg8 (MW) 13.5305 13.8683 14.5255 12.7642
Pg11 (MW) 20.3553 20.5784 20.0035 20.9299
Pg13 (MW) 25.8239 24.8286 22.9262 27.7200
Vg1 (pu) 1.0994 1.0998 1.1000 1.1000
Vg2 (pu) 1.0861 1.0878 1.0865 1.0858
Vg5 (pu) 1.0622 1.0608 1.0531 1.0541
Vg8 (pu) 1.0696 1.0690 1.0694 1.0649
Vg11 (pu) 1.0992 1.0964 1.0662 1.0885
Vg13 (pu) 1.0998 1.0998 1.0982 1.0997
T11 (pu) 1.0102 1.0086 1.0162 1.0069
T12 (pu) 0.9869 0.9682 0.9526 0.9676
T15 (pu) 0.9967 0.9869 1.0604 0.9704
T36 (pu) 0.9663 0.9565 1.0074 0.9583
Qc10 (MVAr) 19.0000 18.9448 10.6878 19.0000
Qc24 (MVAr) 4.3000 4.2635 2.8791 4.2757

Method CSA PSO
Subinterval 1 Subinterval 2 Subinterval 1 Subinterval 2

Pg1 (MW) 77.8199 77.3699 76.1405 76.4895
Pg2 (MW) 78.9784 78.5090 80.0000 80.0000
Pg5 (MW) 49.9993 49.9981 50.0000 50.0000
Pg8 (MW) 34.9952 34.9999 35.0000 35.0000
Pg11 (MW) 21.4244 19.5080 18.1233 22.8029
Pg13 (MW) 23.9295 26.7210 27.8661 22.7793
Vg1 (pu) 1.0995 1.0998 1.1000 1.1000
Vg2 (pu) 1.0945 1.0958 1.0953 1.1000
Vg5 (pu) 1.0787 1.0760 1.0785 1.0833
Vg8 (pu) 1.0841 1.0849 1.0856 1.0867
Vg11 (pu) 1.0876 1.0951 1.1000 1.1000
Vg13 (pu) 1.0983 1.0996 1.1000 1.1000
T11 (pu) 1.0701 1.0847 0.9564 1.0140
T12 (pu) 0.9291 0.9024 1.1000 0.9600
T15 (pu) 1.0278 0.9887 1.0152 0.9821
T36 (pu) 0.9944 0.9653 0.9780 0.9694
Qc10 (MVAr) 9.6376 17.9767 19.0000 19.0000
Qc24 (MVAr) 3.9031 4.0373 4.3000 4.3000

Table 9: Optimal solution for emission dispatch obtained by PSO and CSA.
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